Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of Preoperative Imaging Improves Surgical Success in Laparoscopy.
To show the benefit of three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions of preoperative imaging for surgical performance. A laparoscopic training environment with 15 hidden lymph nodes was designed. Three of them were marked with radiographic contrast agent and were only distinguishable from unmarked nodes via CT imaging. Thirty-six surgeons were divided into two groups. To group 1 the unprocessed CT data were shown. Group 2 was additionally shown a 3D reconstruction of the anatomy. Time of studying the imaging was recorded. All surgeons had to find the three target lymph nodes laparoscopically. Time to fulfill this task and errors was measured. Afterward, the 3D reconstruction was also shown to group 1. Then, all participants completed a questionnaire. Furthermore, 3D reconstructions were used in 15 clinical cases of partial nephrectomy or lymphadenectomy, and surgeons' opinion was evaluated with an additional questionnaire. The imaging and 3D reconstructions were available on a mobile device. The time of studying the imaging to gain confidence was significantly shorter with the 3D reconstruction. Laparoscopic intervention time was shortened and errors were reduced significantly within group 2. The clinical application of 3D reconstructions in difficult cases was believed to be helpful. 3D reconstructions of preoperative imaging lead to better surgical performance in a difficult laparoscopic training environment. Surgeons gain a 3D impression of patients' individual anatomy easier, faster, and more reliable. Providing 3D reconstructions previous to surgery should be routinely implemented for patients with complex anatomical situations.